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SOFTWARE REPORTS 
Manufacturers of software, which may be of interest o readers of this journal, are invited to submit 
their product to our Editorial Offices (Box 1040, Washington University, St Louis, MO 63130, 
U.S.A.) for evaluation. 
1. We accept for review mathematical, engineering and scientific software. 
2. Software submitted for review must contain complete documentation. 
3. Presently we accept software for the following computers: SUN 4, Macintosh II, 
IBM PC AT. The reason is that these are the computers we have currently in our editorial 
offices, where we perform the testing. 
4. We have an unusual reviewing procedure, consisting of the following: 
(a) Each software vendor is requested to submit a description, not longer than 1 
journal page of their product. This description must be as complete as possible. 
(b) Our review process consists of checking out the claims made about the software 
in the vendor's own description. 
(c) Should the product pass our test, we publish the vendor's description as a report. 
(d) If the software does not pass the test, we notify the vendor and request hat either 
the software or the writeup of it be modified. 
Textures 
Textures is a fully compatible Macintosh implementation f the TEX typesetting 
standard in use on over fifty different types of mini- and mainframe computers 
worldwide. Textures lets you compose and typeset all types of material, including large 
and complex documents, books, technical manuals, proposals, cientific papers, product 
documentation, catalogs, and journal articles. 
Textures tands out when compared to simpler "page layout" or "desktop 
publishing" systems because of its superior typographic control and its ability to typeset 
documents of any length-up to several thousand pages. Textures is most valuable when 
you require highest ypographic quality in your output; when your documents require 
frequent updating, extensive cross-referencing, or section formatting; or when you need 
to typeset mathematical, scientific, or foreign language symbols. 
Textures is ideally suited for large, routine typesetting jobs requiring cross- 
referencing, automatic nclusion of tables, figures and footnotes, insertion of 
illustrations/exhibits, orgeneration of indexes, bibliographies, and tables of contents. In 
addition to producing accurate keming, hyphenation and justification, Textures has the 
flexibility to handle the difficult problems, such as unusual copy-fitting, multi-lingual 
texts, and mathematical formulas. And because Textures automates the users design, it's 
able to accommodate the frequent revisions by multiple authors, editors, and 
programmers that occur in company-wide ordepartmental use. 
Textures lets you use text-only files created with any other Macintosh editor or 
word processor. Charts, diagrams and graphics can be imported from other Macintosh 
applications and scaled to fit where you want them. And with Textures' unique screen 
viewing features, you can preview typeset pages onscreen - including raphics- in a 
WYSIWYG format, at any magnification up to full Laser Writer resolution of 300 dpi. 
Textures is available from: 
Blue Sky Research 
534 Southwest Third Ave. 
Portland, Oregon 97204 U.S.A. 
(800) 622-8398 OR (503) 222-9571 
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PC Expert  and PC Expert  Professional  
PC Expert was designed and engineered to be the smallest, sleekest, most powerful inference ngine we could 
imagine. After all, the inference ngine is what expert systems are all about. We designed this inference 
engine so that it could be easily embedded into any application and freely share both data and control with 
that application. Not surprisingly, that inference ngine turned out to be a screamer - faster than anything 
else on the market. We then constructed a complete shell featuring pull-down menus, a point-and-shoot 
user interface, a rule editor, and many other features. Our customers get the best of both worlds, a powerful 
inference ngine requiring less than 64k with a well defined programmer interface and a full features expert 
system shell. We even provide source code for the shell program. No longer are yon stuck with someone 
else's idea of a user interface. The shell is great for nonprogrammers and for testing knowledge bases. The 
inference ngine is a library module actually coded in either C, Pascal, Modula 2, or Ads. As such, it can 
be easily embedded into an application written in one of those languages to give it exciting new capabilities. 
Below are the features available in PC Expert or PC Expert Professional: 
*Backward-chaining 
*Agendas 
*ANI~ & OR operators 
*ELSE clauses 
*confidence factors 
*non-monotonic reasoning 
*full screen control 
*multi-color windows 
*full math functions 
*Demons 
*chaining of multiple rule 
sets 
*Methods 
Unknown values 
*date & time arithmetic 
*tracing & debugging 
*trace file output 
*full help subsystem with 
"HOW", "WHY" and "BE- 
CAUSE" statements 
*Forward chaining 3 different ypes including pure 
forward chaining and integrated forward and 
backward chaining. 
*Knowledge base compiler: compiles and 
encrypts knowledge bases for ultrafast loading 
(typically less than 1 second for even large 
knowledge bases). 
*Integrated graphics & animation: mouse support, 
numeric gauges, display and compression of PC 
Paintbrush and other images 
*Rule Editor and Syntax checker 
*Expanded memory support: for even huge know- 
ledge bases 
*Direct links to dBase and Lotus files 
The PC Expert inference engine can easily share control with the application in which it is embedded. The 
SUSPEND statement can be used to interrupt a consultation when a value is needed, return control to the 
host program to obtain that value, and then resume the consultation. You can even use demons to define 
particular routines which will be called whatever a value is assigned to a knowledge base parameter. 
PC Expert is easy to embed. Consider the C program shown below: 
#include istdio.h~ 
#include "pcexpert.h" 
void main 0 
{ 
char value[25]; int confidence; 
if (load_knowledge.base ("MYBASE.KB") 
{ 
solve.for ("Best Deeision",value,&confidence); 
print("The best decision would be: 
) 
} 
The knowledge base is a file containing the statements and rules that represent expertise in a particular 
area. They are created with any editor that generates an ASCII fh .  The statements generally describe 
different parameters or "variables" meaningful in the domain in which the knowledge base is used. The rules 
summarize relationships among these parameters and conclusions that can be drawn from certain situations. 
Below is a list of the statements: 
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D~clara~ive Statements Disvlav Statements Control Statcment~ 
DECLARE CLRSCR CLREOL LOAD 
LEGAL CLREOS COLOR SOLVE 
RANGE GOTOXY PAUSE CLEARRULES 
QUESTION WRITE WRITELN CLEARFACTS 
DEMON OPENWINDOW SUSPEND 
HELP CLOSEWINDOW TRACE 
BECAUSE ASK 
AppHcat|on Software Expert (ASE) 
Application Software Expert (ASE) is a state-of-the-art expert system development environment engineered 
especially for the AS/400 family of computers. ASE runs very efficiently on all AS/400 models from the 
B10 to the B60 and can run huge expert systems without bringing the machine to its knees. In addition to 
an impressive list of features found only in expensive mainframe shells, ASE has an ease of use unparalleled 
in the industry. The ASE driver program can be used by non-programmers to quickly create, test, and run 
sophisticated expert systems. And the ASE inference ngine can be embedded into an existing application 
to add exciting new capabilities and features. In fact, ASE defines dozens of entry points that can be called 
directly from RPG, COBOL, PL/I, and Pascal applications. 
